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Introduction

Human conversations are highly dynamic, responsive interactions. In such interactions, utterances are produced incrementally, subject to on-the-ﬂy adaptation
(e.g. speaking louder to keep a challenged turn) and (self) interruptions. While
listening, plans for next speaking contributions are constructed, allowing very
rapid turn transitions. To enable such ﬂuent interaction in Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) we must steer away from the traditional turn-based
non-incremental interaction paradigm in which the ECA ﬁrst fully analyzes user
contributions and subsequently fully plans its contribution, which is then executed entirely ballistically (providing no adaptation in nor interruption of ongoing behavior). Recently, several systems have done exactly this and introduce one
or more aspects of incrementality, interruptibility, or adaptivity. Their focus is
mostly on behavior planning and they introduce a limited set of behavior realization capabilities only where it helps illustrate their ﬂexible planning strategies.
Furthermore, many of these systems can be characterized as proof-of-concepts,
designed for a single purpose, domain (for example, only generating backchannel
feedback) or set of experiments. The focus of our ongoing work is to provide a
comprehensive architecture that uniﬁes the ﬂuent behavior realization functionality of these more experimental systems and additionally can reproduce other
important phenomena that occur in ﬂuent dialog. Our architecture serves 1) as
a platform for those experimenting with the ‘best’ way to deploy ﬂuent behavior
realization strategies or those researching social eﬀects of certain deployment
strategies and 2) as a building block (speciﬁcally the Behavior Realizer) in a
ECA architecture that supports ﬂuent human-ECA interaction.
To this end, we provide behavior planners and human authors of behavior
realization strategies with a language for specifying behavior realization plans
that allow ﬂuent interaction on an ECA. Our speciﬁcation language and realizer
implementation provides:
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1. Incremental construction of behavior.
2. Smooth (prosodic) concatenation of the increments (e.g. successive phrases
in speech).
3. Graceful, any-time interruption of ongoing behavior.
4. Mechanisms to adapt certain parameters in ongoing behavior (e.g. pitch,
loudness) at ﬁne granularity (at least at syllable level).
5. Mechanisms to preplan behavior that can potentially be executed instantly
later on. Multiple execution alternatives can be preplanned concurrently.
6. The realization of apositional beginnings (e.g. uhm) to keep or take the turn
without having a plan at hand.
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Implementation

The requirements for ﬂuent dialog realization are satisﬁed by combining the
ﬂexible BML Realizer AsapRealizer [1] (and its speciﬁcation language BMLA)
with the incremental TTS system Inpro iSS [2] and by extending both systems
with new features. Requirement 1 is partly covered by BMLA: behavior plans
can be composed by specifying successor relations between blocks. BMLA does
however not provide the speciﬁcation mechanisms required to postpone ongoing
behavior. In addition to allowing one to specify that a BML block should be
inserted after blocks already in the plan, we therefore contribute a speciﬁcation
mechanism that allow us to plan BML blocks before speciﬁc other BML blocks
in a plan. This is especially useful to plan short contributions (e.g. repairs) before some already planned behavior and then continue with the existing plan.
Requirement 2) is satisﬁed by Inpro iSS’s capability to provide smooth prosodic
connections between speech increments. To satisfy requirement 3, we combine
BMLA’s speciﬁcation mechanisms for interruption with Inpro iSS capability to
interrupt speech at phoneme level. BMLA’s parameterization mechanisms are
ﬂexible enough to be directly applicable for speech parameterization to satisfy
requirement 4. We have implemented adaptable parameters in speech (e.g. loudness, tempo, pitch) using Inpro iSS’s speech adaptation mechanisms. BMLA’s
preplanning satisﬁes requirement 5 and ﬁts well with parallel plan construction.
To realize requirement 6, we contribute the speciﬁcation and automatic realization of speech ﬁllers.
We have thus contributed to both the speciﬁcation and implementation of the
realization of incremental, adaptive and interruptive behavior. This contribution
is implemented in AsapRealizer, allowing it to support the ﬂexible realization of
(synchronized) gesture and speech.
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